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All Financial AnalystsThe Trifecta Analyst® GuideThe ultimate guide to how to be a world-class financial analyst. Want to be a world-class financial analyst? Are you looking to follow industry-leading best practices and stand out from the crowd? Our process, called The Analyst Trifecta® consists of analysis, presentation and soft skills spend more time in Excel than they may want
to admit. Based on years and years of experience, we have compiled the most important and advanced Excel formulas that every world-class financial analyst should know.1. INDEX MATCHFormula: INDEX(C3:E9,MATCH(B13,C3:C9,0),MATCH(B14,C3:E3,0))This is an advanced alternative to VLOOKUP or HLOOKUP formulas (which have several drawbacks and limitations).
The INDEX MATCHIndex Match FormulaCombining INDEX and MATCH functions are a more powerful search formula than VLOOKUP. Learn how to use INDEX MATCH in this Excel tutorial. Index returns the value of a cell in a table based on the column and row number, and Match returns the position of a cell in a row or column. Learn to them in this guide is a powerful
combination of Excel formulas that will take your financial analysis and financial modeling to the next level. INDEX returns the value of a cell in a table based on the column and row number. MATCH returns the position of a cell in a row or column. This is an example of the combined INDEX and MATCH formulas. In this example, we find and return a person's height based on their
name. Since the name and height are both variables in the formula, we can change them to both! The Index Match FormulaCombining INDEX and MATCH functions are a more powerful search formula than VLOOKUP. Learn how to use INDEX MATCH in this Excel tutorial. Index returns the value of a cell in a table based on the column and row number, and Match returns the
position of a cell in a row or column. Learn to them in this guideFor a step-by-step explanation or how to use this formula, see our free guide on how to use INDEX MATCH in ExcelIndex Match FormulaCombining INDEX and MATCH functions is a more powerful search formula than VLOOKUP. Learn how to use INDEX MATCH in this Excel tutorial. Index returns the value of a cell
in a table based on the column and row number, and Match returns the position of a cell in a row or column. Learn how to do this in this guide.2. IF combined with AND / ORFormula: IF(AND(C2&gt;-C4,C2&lt;-C5),C6,C7)Anyone who has spent a lot of time doing various types of financial models Types of financial modelsThe most common types of financial models include: 3-state
model, DCF model, M&amp;A model, LBO model, budget model. Discover the top 10 types you know that Nested IF formulas can be a nightmare. Combining IF with the AND or OR function can be a great way to keep formulas easier to audit and easier for other users to understand. In the example example you'll see how we use individual functions in combination to create a
more advanced formula. For a detailed breakdown of how to perform this function in Excel, see our free guide on how to use IF with AND/ORIF declaration between two numbersDownload this free template for an IF declaration between two numbers in Excel. In this tutorial, we show you step by step how to calculate IF with the AND statement. Learn how to create an IF
statement that will test whether a cell contains a value between two numbers, and then generate the result that you want if that condition is met. IF Statement Between Two NumbersDownload This free template for an IF statement between two numbers in Excel. In this tutorial, we show you step by step how to calculate IF with the AND statement. Learn how to create an IF
statement that will test whether a cell contains a value between two numbers, and then generate the result you want if that condition is met3. OFFSET combined with SUM or AVERAGEFormula: -SUM(B4:OFFSET(B4,0,E2-1))The OFFSETOffset FunctionThe OFFSET function is classified in the Excel search and reference functions. OFFSET will return a range of cells. That is, it
will return a specified number of rows and columns from an initial range that was specified. it alone is not particularly advanced, but when combined with other functions like SUM or AVERAGE we can create a fairly sophisticated formula. Supposing you want to create a dynamic function that can sum a variable number of cells. With the normal SUM formula, it is limited to a static
calculation, but adding OFFSET can cause the cell reference to move. How it works: For this formula to work, we replace the final reference cell of the SUM function with the OFFSET function. This makes the formula dynamic and the cell referenced as E2 is where you can tell Excel how many consecutive cells you want to add. Now we have some advanced Excel formulas!
Below is a screenshot of this slightly more sophisticated formula in action. As you can see, the SUM formula starts in cell B4, but ends with a variable, which is the OFFSET formula that starts at B4 and continues by the value in E2 (3), minus one. This moves the end of the sum formula over 2 cells, adding 3 years of data (including the starting point). As you can see in cell F7, the
sum of cells B4:D4 is 15, which is what gives us the formula offset and sum. Learn how to create this formula step by step in our advanced Excel.4 course. CHOOSEFormula: CHOOSE (option, option1, option2, option3)Choose FUNCTIONCHOOSEThe CHOOSE function is classified in excel's search and reference functions. It will return a value from an array corresponding to
the index number provided. The function will return the nth from a given list. As a financial analyst, the CHOOSE function is useful for selecting from a particular set of data. For example, for example, it is ideal for analyzing scenarios in financial modeling. Allows you to choose from a specific number of options and return the option you selected. For example, suppose you have
three different assumptions for revenue growth next year: 5%, 12%, and 18%. Using the CHOOSE formula you can return 12% if you tell Excel that you want option #2.Read more about scenario analysis in Excel AnalysisScenario AnalysisScenario is a process of examining and evaluating possible events or scenarios that might take place in the future and predict it. For a video
demo, see our Excel Advanced Formula Course.5. XNPV and XIRRFormula: XNPV (discount rate, cash flows, dates)If you are an analyst working in investment bankingInvestment Banking Career PathInvestment banking career guide - plan your IB career path. Know the salaries of investment banks, how to be hired and what to do after a career at the IB. The Investment
Banking Division (IBD) helps governments, corporations and institutions raise capital and complete mergers and acquisitions (M&amp;A), capital research, financial planning and analysis (FP&amp;AFP&amp;A AnalystBecome an FP&amp;A Analyst at a corporation. We outline the salary, skills, personality and training you need for FP&amp;A jobs and a successful financial career.
FP&amp;A analysts, managers and directors are responsible for providing executives with the analysis and information they need), or any other area of corporate finance that requires discounting cash flows, so these formulas are a lifesaver! Simply put, XNPV and XIRR allow you to apply specific dates to each individual cash flow being discounted. The problem with Excel's basic
NPV and IRR formulas is that they assume that the time periods between the cash flow are the same. Routinely, as an analyst, you will have situations where cash flows are not evenly timed, and this formula is how it is corrected. For a more detailed breakdown, see our free IRR vs XIRRXIRR vs IRRWhy use XIRR vs IRR formula guide. XIRR assigns specific dates to each
individual cash flow, which makes it more accurate than goingR when creating a financial model in Excel. as well as our XNPV.6 guide. SUMIF and COUNTIFFormula: COUNTIF(D5:D12,&gt;-21)These two advanced formulas are great uses of conditional functions. SUMIF adds all cells that meet certain criteria, and COUNTIF counts all cells that meet certain criteria. For example,
suppose you want to count all cells that are greater than or equal to 21 (the legal drinking age in the U.S.) to find out how many bottles champagne needs for a customer event. You can use COUNTIF as an advanced solution, as shown in the following screenshot. In our advanced Excel course, we break down these formulas in even more detail.7. PMT and IPMTFormula: PMT(
interest rate, number of periods, current value)If you work in commercial banking Bank career profileComercial banking profileA The banking career path is providing customers with credit products such as term loans, revolving lines of credit, syndicated facilities, cash management services and other fixed income products. As a credit analyst or account manager, you offer financial
advice, real estate, FP&amp;AFP&amp;AFinancial Planning and Analysis (FP&amp;A) is an important role in a corporation. FP&amp;A professionals support executive decision-making or any financial analyst position that deals with debt schedules, you'll want to understand these two detailed formulas. The PMT formula gives you the value of equal payments over the life of a
loan. You can use it in conjunction with IPMT (which tells you interest payments for the same loan type), and then separate the capital and interest payments. Here's an example of how to use the PMT feature to get the monthly mortgage payment for a mortgage of $1 million to 5% for 30 years.8. LEN and TRIMFormulas: LEN (text) and TRIM) (text)The above formulas are a little
less common, but certainly very sophisticated. They are ideal for financial analystsThe Trifecta analyst® GuideThe ultimate guide on how to be a world-class financial analyst. Want to be a world-class financial analyst? Are you looking to follow industry-leading best practices and stand out from the crowd? Our process, called The Analyst Trifecta® consists of analysis, presentation
and soft skills that need to organize and manipulate large amounts of data. Unfortunately, the data we get is not always perfectly organized and sometimes there can be problems such as additional spaces at the beginning or end of cells. The LEN formula returns a particular text string as the number of characters, which is useful when you want to count how many characters are
in some text. In the following example, you can see how the TRIM formula cleans up Excel.9 data. CONCATENATEFormula: A1&amp; more textConcatenar is not really a function by itself - it is just an innovative way to join information from different cells and make worksheets more dynamic. This is a very powerful tool for financial analysts performing financial modeling (see our
free financial modeling guideThis financial modeling guide covers Excel tips and best practices on assumptions, controllers, forecasting, three-state linking, dcF analysis, more for more information). In the following example, you can see how the new York text plus , joins with NY to create New York, NY. This allows you to create dynamic headers and labels in worksheets. Now,
instead of updating cell B8 you can update cells B2 and D2 independently. With a large set of data, this is a valuable ability to have at your disposal.10. CELL, LEFT, MID and RIGHT functionsThis advanced Excel functions can be combined to create some very advanced and complex formulas to use. the function can return a variety of information about the contents of a cell
(such as its name, location, row, column, and more).  The LEFT function can return text from the beginning of a cell (left to right), MID returns text from any start point in the cell (left to right), and RIGHT returns text from the end of the cell (right to left). Below is an illustration of the three formulas in action. To see how they can be combined in a powerful way with the CELL function,
we break it down for you step by step into our advanced Excel formula class. More Excel training formulasSo hopefully these top 10 advanced Excel formulas have been useful to you. They should go a long way to improve their financial analysis and financial modeling skills Financial modeling skillsLearn the 10 most important financial modeling skills and what is required to be
good at financial modeling in Excel. Most important skills: accounting. Below are more CFI resources to help you become an advanced Excel user: Excel Formulas Cheat SheetExcel Formulas Cheat SheetCFI's Excel formulas cheat sheet will give you all the most important formulas to perform financial analysis and modeling on Excel spreadsheets. If you want to become a
master of Excel financial analysis and an expert in building financial models, then you have come to the right place. Excel Keyboard ShortcutsExcel MacExcel PC Shortcuts - List of the most important and common MS Excel shortcuts for PC and Mac users, finance, accounting professions. Keyboard shortcuts accelerate your modeling skills and save time. Learn editing,
formatting, navigation, ribbon, special paste, data manipulation, editing formulas and cells, and other shortuctsFree Excel Crash CourseAdvanced Excel CourseExcel for Financial Modeling Modeling
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